At the Hotel Bergs, our goal has always been to offer more than a
luxurious place to sleep, more than exceptional business facilities
with the latest technology, more than personalized service, more
than outstanding food and amenities. Our goal is to provide each
guest with a hotel experience unlike any other.
We invite you to explore the Hotel Bergs experience...

RIGA

•

LATVIA

The spot where the Hotel Bergs now stands was in the midnineteenth century a humble cabbage field. With vision far
beyond his time, Kristaps Bergs (1843-1907) purchased the field
and surrounding properties with the dream of creating a shopping
promenade to rival those dominating the city centers of Old
Europe. Between 1887 and 1900, he developed the area with
pride into the Bergs Bazaar, which was a lively hub of public life
with 130 stores, craft studios, houses of worship, and a labyrinth
of cobblestone streets and narrow passageways. It is here that
the Hotel Bergs now finds its home.
With the return of the property to its heirs after fifty years of Soviet
neglect, the descendants of Kristaps Bergs continue to operate
the Bergs Bazaar and Hotel Bergs with the same sense of humble
pride, while the hotel’s logo pays tribute to the vegetable from
which it all sprung.

STEEPED IN HISTORY...

Both Latvian history and family history spanning three generations,
are an integral part of the Hotel Bergs. From the restored 19th and
early 20th century architecture in the Bergs Bazaar, to the collection
of family portraits from Latvian masters Janis Rozentals and Janis
Tillbergs lining the walls of the lobby and keeping a watchful eye
over each floor, guests are invited to experience the past from an
updated perspective. Like the old chestnut tree in the courtyard
surviving Soviet times and the turbulent restoration years, the
Hotel Bergs thrives in contemporary Latvia while remaining deeply
rooted in history.

WHERE THE OLD WORLD MEETS
SOPHISTICATED MODERN ELEGANCE...

Unique architectural and design elements seamlessly blend the
historical with the modern. An emphasis on natural materials
– glass, oak, linen – imbues the space with an innate harmony
and stylish grace. Throw in a touch of the exotic! African carved
wooden art and antiques hand-chosen in Cape Town by the hotel’s
owners complete the dramatic effect. These objects, like our
guests, have arrived at a long journey’s end to find a place quite
unlike where they came, but that feels like home.

ABSORB LATVIAN CULTURE IN
THE UTMOST COMFORT...

Our rooms, where Italian sofas share space with weathered oak
floors and designer light fixtures, will exceed your expectations.
Each room is an expansive modern suite with a wet bar – and many
include split-levels, fireplaces, and small kitchens – but it is also a
cultural experience, with Latvian artistic accents of the highest
quality lending local character. Examine the hand-woven Latvian
linen curtains and bedspreads crafted by a world renowned textile
designer, or admire the original artwork by Ilmars Blumbergs, the
famous contemporary Latvian painter. All in an environment infused
with comfort and luxury.

ONE CANNOT LIVE ON BREAD ALONE...

And at the Hotel Bergs, why would you? Our restaurant, one of
the premier dining destinations in Riga, offers haute cuisine inspired
by local Latvian fare, with an emphasis on seasonal ingredients.
Enjoy the terrace overlooking the bustling Bergs Bazaar, serenaded
by the bronze fountain which takes its inspiration from Riga’s first
petrol pump that stood in its place in the 1930’s. Or dine inside in
style beneath a canopy of sculpted cabbage – the perfect homage
to our beloved symbol.

WHETHER FOR WORK
OR FOR PLAY...

Business meetings, press conferences, cocktail receptions,
seated dinners. Whatever your special event needs, it is our
pleasure to assist you in planning a memorable event. From
the glass hall at the top of the hotel with its breathtaking views
of the city, to the state-of-the-art Executive Board Room, to
the intimate fireside Library, we accommodate events both
large and small.

WHETHER YOU ARE A ROCK STAR,
BUSINESS TYCOON, OR FAMILY OF FOUR...

People from many walks of life have called the Hotel Bergs home.
But they all have enjoyed the special space, permeated by calm
and tranquility, where daily cares seem to slip away. Visit the
fitness center for an invigorating work-out followed by a traditional
sauna, enjoy a massage, or just relax in your room with our
serenity CD – our gift to you – and order a pillow from the pillow
menu. Excellent service with a personalized touch. All you have
to do is ask.

A COSMOPOLITAN ADVENTURE
JUST FOOTSTEPS
FROM OUR FRONT DOOR...

The Bergs Bazaar, the historical pedestrian shopping promenade that plays host to the Hotel Bergs, is one of the most
beloved destinations in Riga. Explore small boutiques offering
both local and international items, dine at one of the popular
restaurants – both casual and up market, or simply stroll about
stopping to rest on one of the many benches. Everything your
heart could desire: hand-made chocolates, beautiful soaps,
stationery, wine, and Latvian-designed furniture. And if you are
lucky enough to be in the area for one of our Saturday Green
Markets, you are in for a treat! Mix in with locals, diplomats, and
out of town guests alike as you sample some of Latvia’s best
culinary products and arts and crafts.

ALL IN THE CAPITAL OF THE BALTICS –
A CITY BURSTING WITH LIFE...

The Hotel Bergs is located in the historical center of Riga, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, and a short walk to everything the city has to
offer. Pass through the beautiful parks on your way to the Old Town,
founded by German crusaders in 1201; examine the stunning art
nouveau architecture just blocks away; or hop over to Riga’s Central
Market, Europe’s largest open-air market, bringing back products for
our chef to prepare especially for you. An internationally acclaimed
opera, countless musical performances, top quality golf courses, and
nightlife that might just leave you breathless, Riga has all the trappings
of a world capital combined with a unique Baltic flair all its own.
But no matter what you choose to do, the oasis of the Hotel Bergs
is always waiting upon your return...

HOTEL FACILITIES
The Hotel Bergs provides the facilities and services
of a pampered home in Riga, including:

RATES & FLOOR PLANS

• Inviting lobby, lounges, bar and other public spaces where one can relax in comfort,
read a book, enjoy a drink, or catch up on e-mail at the lounge computer
• One of Riga’s finest gourmet restaurants, featuring contemporary renditions of
seasonal cuisine
• Conference, meeting and banquet facilities for up to 100 people
with a splendid view of the city
• Catering service for up to 1000 people
• Library with selection of art, architecture and history books
• Fitness center with locker rooms and sauna
• Private massage room
• Laundry, mending and ironing services
• Concierge service, including reservations for flights and cultural events, car rental,
as well as shopping and secretarial services
• Free daily international newspapers
• Chauffeured airport transfer
• Secured parking
All facilities of the Hotel Bergs are wheelchair accessible

Studio Suite

Apartment Suite

Loft Suite
1st floor

Penthouse Suite
1st floor

GUEST SUITES
The Hotel Bergs has 38 distinctively designed suites well equipped for both
short and long term stays, featuring:

2nd floor

2nd floor

ROOM RATES
Category

per suite per night

Studio Suite 45-50 m2
from
Apartment 50-55 m2
from
Loft Suite 55-70 m2
from
Penthouse 80 m2
from
Extra person
Chauffered Airport Transfer
Secured parking

EUR 174
EUR 264
EUR 264
EUR 349
EUR 60
EUR 30 one way
EUR 20 daily

• All rates in EUR cover double occupancy per suite per night, including cold breakfast buffet and VAT
• Gourmet breakfast for additional charge – EUR 25 per person
• Complimentary broadband and WiFi internet access throughout the hotel
• Complimentary use of sauna/fitness center
• Children under 12 in rooms with their parents stay for free
• Pets are not allowed
• VISA, EC/MC and American Express credit cards are accepted
• Rates are subject to change

• Bedroom and sitting area with sofas and armchairs
• Designer decor: handmade linen curtains and bedcovers, original artwork
• Executive work desks with complimentary broadband and wireless internet access,
three direct dial telephone lines and voice mail
• Flat screen LCD televisions with CableTV, CD/DVD players and a DVD collection
• Pillow menu and “Serenity” gift CD, radio alarm clock
• Fully or partly equipped kitchenettes with complimentary selection of coffee,
tea and hot chocolate
• 24h room service, minibar
• Heated bathroom floors, hair dryer, robes, slippers, full length and vanity mirrors
• Trouser press, iron and ironing desk, ample storage space
• Air conditioning and in-room safe
• Balconies or terraces
Hotel Bergs is a non-smoking property

FOR GOURMETS
Restaurant Bergs chef Nauris Jakuško offers:

3-course lunch incl. tea /coffee
5-course seasonal gourmet dinner
• Prices include service charge and drinks where indicated.

starting from EUR
starting from EUR

25 per person
64 per person

Library

Meeting room

Glass hall
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• Audio-visual equipment as well as conference services such as coffee breaks and meal plans
are available upon request
• Complimentary internet access in all conference rooms
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83/85 Elizabetes Str.,
Riga, LV-1050, Latvia.
Tel.: +371 67770900, Fax: +371 67770940
E-mail: hotelbergs@hotelbergs.lv,
www.hotelbergs.lv
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Boardroom style
Classroom style
Theatre style
U-shape style
Reception style

Library 12m2
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FOR TRAVEL AGENTS:
Amadeus
Sabre
Galileo/Apollo
Worldspan

LX RIXBER
LX 31078
LX 10584
LX RIXBG

Rumene Manor
Kandava • Latvia

HOTEL BERGS INVITES YOU TO EXPLORE THEIR
RECENTLY RECONSTRUED COUNTRYSIDE RESIDENCE –

IN RUMENE MANOR WE GLADLY OFFER THE PROPERTY FOR
THE FOLLOWING VENUES:

RUMENE MANOR
Celebrations
Rumene Manor 100 km from Riga is the country residence of the
5 star Hotel Bergs, a member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World ®
and provides a wealth of activities in a haven of luxury for discerning guests
from near and far.
Guests at Rumene Manor are invited to “step back in time” into the exclusivity
of a private manor house, once owned by Baltic-German nobility,
with the relaxed atmosphere of country life in an
unspoiled area of Northern Europe.
The manor house itself is a 19th century Neo-Gothic gem,
surrounded by a 7 hectare landscaped park nestled at the shore of its own lake.

Executive retreats
Meetings and team building
Wine tasting in distinctive setting
Cooking classes with Restaurant chef Nauris Jakuško
Mouth watering gourmet experiences
Hunting in nearby preserves

The award-winning renovation of the manor was completed to the most
exacting standards in 2009.
We would be honored to make you an individual oﬀer based on your requests
regarding the Manor house as well as the Hotel Bergs in Riga.

* Service provided by restaurant Bergs
** Reservations request prior booking

Rumene Manor
E-mail: rumene@hotelbergs.lv

www.hotelbergs.lv • www.rumene.lv

Rumene Manor
Kandava • Latvia

